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Although his main talent is composing, Adam Rogers only produced music once, as far as I can
remember. The rap-rap-rap sound of the album is simply a manifestation of Rogers natural gift for
musical quotation, blended with a motley assortment of artists. You can hear the scope of these
pieces in its varied inspirations, which range from James Brown to Public Enemy, from Frankie Lymon
to George Michael. Krush disbanded soon after this album was released. His last album, 25 Miles And
Counting (1999), was a more sophisticated affair. Instead of taking samples from classic hip-hop and
embedding them with trip-hop style, Krush filtered the sounds through traditional Jamaican roots
music, creating a new sound that expressed a hybrid of hip-hop and dub. But he reserved his true
masterpiece for his final album, Worldwide High Fidelity. This meticulous concept album added trip-
hop aesthetics to Jamaican roots music, using different lead and backing singers on each track, just
like artists on riddims. Its a virtuosic performance, spanning genres and making an idea from
nothing, throwing out an idea and figuring out where that bit should go. This is a testament to
Krushes talent for conceptualising and working out the music, but also as the perfect soundtrack to
any liftime. And so, like the beats of the grime chart 50 freestyle, here are five of the finest
dancehall riddims of all time, alongside the soulful version from the debut album of Mo Waxs first big-
selling artist, DJ Krush. There is a real desire to be either the primordial ooze of new music or a
perfect new auteur. Its not clear, whether Lavell was sincere in his aspirations, but it was certainly no
hindrance to the growth of the scene, as Headz 2 shows. The fact is, since the birth of the rave
scene, no one has yet successfully attained the status of quasi-Godfather. The fact is, you cant even
be a good music fan if you cant see that its a collaborative world, that artists collaborate. Spooky is
an important one, and having been a part of the illbient scene, I can attest that his influences were
pretty comprehensive, and as a result produced a body of work that is perfectly coherent, if
sometimes misunderstood.
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